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Abstract	In the patient-physician encounter, physicians hone their skills while alleviating the patient’s suffering.
Both benefit. Leaning on the work of Hippocrates, Darwin, and William Osler, the authors sketch out
the case for honoring patients as indispensable teachers of the art and science of medicine. They
argue that this tradition of Hippocratic medicine both anticipates modern precision medicine and
reawakens a focus on public health medicine, each a benefit to the patients and communities served
by physicians. A community that compromises the learning relationship of physician to patient and
population undermines quality of care. (J Patient Cent Res Rev. 2018;5:183-186.)
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“He who studies medicine without books sails an uncharted sea, but
he who studies medicine without patients does not go to sea at all.” 1
										– William Osler

P

hysicians will do well to remember that the
Hippocratic Oath exhorts us to respect our
teachers: “To hold my teacher in this art equal to
my own parents; to make him partner in my livelihood;
when he is in need of money to share mine with him.”2
What light does this throw on the physician-patient
relationship? Hippocrates teaches us that the doctor, as
lifelong learner, owes a debt to patients and the larger
community to which they belong. The Hippocratic
Corpus makes clear that patient care will be incomplete
if it does not consider both the differences among
diseases as they affect individual patients and the risk
from epidemics and environmental conditions that
affect the populations comprising human communities.
Medicine’s knowledge and wisdom comes from these
patients and populations. Without them, medicine
would be unable to provide high-quality care.
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While patients may feel indebted to their doctors
for correctly diagnosing and treating their illnesses,
respecting their own individual points of view, and
restoring and even improving their well-being,
doctors are also rewarded in these encounters. They
are rewarded by being able to pursue responsibly an
honorable profession, earn a living for self and family,
and, within the biological limits placed on life, provide
health and freedom from suffering.
What Can Be Learned From Patients?
The doctor-patient relationship can be viewed in many
ways. A realistic starting point is to see the patient as
requiring a doctor’s specialized services — assessment,
advice, treatment, rehabilitation, and primary prevention.
The patient also needs the doctor to gain knowledge and
expertise so that the quality of each of these services
grows. Less immediately appreciated in patient care
is the expectation that medicine will continue its now
centuries-long commitments to public health and the
health of populations. Improving the public’s health
goes beyond the one-to-one doctor-patient relationship.
Individuals comprising populations necessitate that this
www.aurora.org/jpcrr
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primary community health care delivery be provided
in a thoughtful, sympathetic, and personalized way.
Doctors learn practice from individuals, one-by-one,
and in groups.
Even our age of great technological advances has not
allowed modern life to escape unscathed from the
scourge of epidemic infections or toxic environments.
With technology permitting human expansion into wild
habitats, with the reckless disposal of toxic waste, with
manual labor and daily physical activity being replaced
by technology, and with prepackaged foods substituting
for homemade meals, medicine inherits populations
afflicted by many diseases, both acute and chronic. Only
through examining patients and their environments can
doctors learn medicine and practice, and progressively
improve their diagnostic and therapeutic skills.
This view of patients as teachers acknowledges that
physicians can only learn through working with patients
and communities. Preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic
medicine each involves the applications of theories gained
from patient and population research. Medical skills also
involve empathy, which may be gained by seeing the
diversity of ills affecting diseased patients. We believe it
is this implementation of theory modulated by a love and
respect for humanity that leads to the understanding of
the mechanisms of diseases, more effective treatments,
improved outcomes and cures for previously untreatable
diseases, and personal well-being.
Hippocrates was the first to state that doctors needed
to learn from the idiosyncracies they saw in patients.
The dawn of molecular genetics and the astonishing
discovery that the DNA endowment of every individual
was distinct from every other individual re-emphasized
the uniqueness of each one of us. Patients are the
doctor’s best teachers because, though the disease may
be the same across patients, its occurrence disturbs
the homeostasis of each patient and her environment
in a somewhat different way. Every patient brings
a unique genetic and experiential history to every
episode of disease, her response to the course of her
disease, and to its treatment. Patients are our teachers
because, though we can diagnose an illness (eg, give it
a name without knowing a patient), we can only treat
the illness effectively if we do know the patient and her
specific illness.
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The Physician as Student
In the 19th century two individuals grasped this
unique aspect of medicine that sets it apart from the
natural sciences. Charles Darwin found that a species
was comprised of populations of unique individuals.
Darwin’s theory that the selection of adaptive traits
was the engine of evolution threw a spotlight on the
importance of these individual differences among
members of a species: “I have called this principle, by
which each slight variation, if useful, is preserved, by the
term of Natural Selection.”3 With this insight he could
account for evolution in terms of a differential survival
from generation to generation of those individuals best
adapted to reproduce and pass on their resources. The
observation of individual organisms, with the varying
ways that each differed from others in the same species,
in effect taught Darwin the principles of evolution.
To medicine, William Osler’s observations were equally
important: “The good physician treats the disease; the
great physician treats the patient who has the disease.”4
In Osler’s view, one starts with, “Listen to your patient,
he is telling you the diagnosis.”4 Osler’s cousin and
student, W. W. Francis, and Osler’s professional
grandchildren at McGill taught us, the two authors of this
work, the importance of thorough history-taking, careful
observation, and painstaking physical examination
(skills we feel are too often lacking today). Only then
did one move on to the laboratory for confirmation of
one’s hypotheses, a resource for which Osler had great
respect; he was the one who introduced microscope
use into everyday patient care.5 Today, it can seem that
clinicians tend to trust laboratory results more than their
observational skills, although this may be changing.
There are protests against fiscally based constraints on
the time a physician spends with patients, and efforts
are being made to recover lost physical diagnosis skills.6
Whether through history or physical examination or
laboratory results, our patients continue to teach us.
They are our tutors. This role needs to be recognized
by the medical community and by the wider community
that reaps the benefits of the teaching. Today’s medicine
appreciates the complicated interdependence that makes
the provision of patient care and community health care
more, much more, than a simple business transaction,
even while political, commercial, and financial pressures
are pushing medicine in that direction.7
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Darwin revolutionized biology, and Osler revolutionized
medicine. Each agreed with Osler’s view that
“Variability is the law of life.”4 Osler explains that “no
two faces are the same, so no two bodies are alike,
and no two individuals react alike and behave alike
under the abnormal conditions which we know as
disease.”8 A disease imposes unmistakable, distinctive
pathologies on each affected patient; however, the
symptomatic and functional consequences for the
patient differ from one individual to the next.5,9
This means that a) each patient has something to teach
us, and b) physicians need to be lifelong students
(as Osler recommended). One forever learns at the
patient’s bedside and on community streets. Medical
science is learned in laboratories, through clinical
studies, and through the reading of research reports,
but, as Osler taught, “[Patient care] is learned by the
bedside and not in the classroom.”10 This realization
levels the playing field. Because we are all sometimes
patients, “wounded healers,”11 we must make sure that
the power interrelation, present but often unaddressed
in the patient-doctor encounter, does not cloud the
fact that our patients have much to teach us, if only we
let them. One way to allow the patient to serve her
teaching function is to recognize and acknowledge
the power differential that exists and not permit it to
interfere with the patient letting us learn.
Patients as Guides to Healing
The doctor heals, but only because the patient guides
the way. Better understanding of the epigenome, with
its multitude of chemical signals that reflect each
person’s unique growth and development, drives this
point home. Even identical twins, who may start out
the same, progressively differentiate from one another
as they go through life. After the modern confirmation
by molecular genetics of DNA inheritance, there is no
question but that we all significantly differ and that our
differences affect our medical care.
Today, doctors are responding to the role of being
lifelong students by two advances. First, patient care
and its supporting research are heading toward precision
medicine, in which every patient-physician encounter
becomes an N=1 trial. Each trial outcome incrementally
expands our scientific knowledge base and informs and
improves patient care. Second, contemporary public
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health is refreshing itself by adopting teachings from
Darwin’s modern evolutionary biology. With the term
“population thinking,” biology acknowledges that
populations are made up of individuals. Public health
finds the concept of many individuals living in varying
environments and thus comprising different populations
to be a powerful source of insights into why certain
persons and not others are affected by a disease.12
The wider community, all of whom will be patients at
one time or another, collectively benefits when doctors
are skilled and proficient; when they have the time and
resources to attend to their patients on an individual
basis; and when medicine can prevent some diseases,
effectively treat those that cannot be prevented, and
address the impairments, disabilities, and losses of
well-being that often ensue after an illness has run its
course. The whole community gains when doctors learn
from their patients. Communities that are not aware
that a learned profession such as medicine can become
a learning profession might keep in mind Charles
Darwin’s concern: “If the misery of the poor be caused
not by the laws of nature, but by our institutions, great
is our sin.”13
The American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) has
attempted to identify the virtues that all physicians need
to possess.14 These virtues are a) excellence in the sense
of maintaining competence in the delivery of highquality care; b) humanism, which includes a concern for
humanity, a respect for the rights and choices of every
person, and an ability to show compassion for suffering;
c) altruism; and d) accountability. Each virtue speaks
to the professional ability to put the needs of others
ahead of one’s own and the willingness to acknowledge
responsibility for decisions and actions taken. Such
decisions and actions need to be made, not only on
behalf of individual patients but, most importantly,
on behalf of one’s community.15 That translates to the
highest-quality patient care, supporting public health
interventions aimed to prevent diseases and disabilities,
and working to ensure equitable access to high-quality
health care for all. A country cannot boast of its ability
to provide the best medical care in the world if some
members of the community, because of the “misery
of [being] poor,” cannot take advantage of it. Equity,
fairness, advocacy, and respect for human dignity seem
implied by the mission statement of the ABIM.14
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Voices From the Past
To this end, role models are important. What better role
models than Hippocrates, who reminds us to honor our
teachers, Darwin, who informs us how much individual
differences matter, and Osler, whose lifelong work
emphasized the singularity of each patient and the
permanent apprenticeship status of physicians? These
voices from the past remind us that, while we differ
importantly, we all share a vulnerability to suffering.
As students trained in Osler’s Hippocratic tradition and
from personal experience over the years, we the authors
have found it useful to remember that patients are our
teachers. Only through their individual stories do we
ever bring to patients diagnosis, treatment, care, and
improved well-being and they to each of us personal
satisfaction as a physician. We need our patients to the
same degree that they need us.
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